VecLoader® Vacuums...

Insist on the original VecLoader®

Equipment Sales, Rentals, and Leases

Plenty of new, demo, used, and rental equipment available.

To 28" Hg  
To 3,700 CFM

VecLoader Titan® M Vacuums
Shipyard Vacuums that Cost Effectively Replace Liquid Ring Vacs. Now even quieter!

To 28" Hg  
To 5,600 CFM

VecLoader Titan Vacuums
Proven Power and Performance
Now even Quieter and more Powerful.

To 28" Hg  
To 3,700 CFM

HydroVac™ Water Blast Recovery Vacuums
Exceptional Power in both Large and Small Vacuum Packages.

Continuous Cleaning of any recyclable grit.

Titan Klean Shot™
For Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Shot/Grit Cleaning. Works with any Vacuum.
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